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DECENTRALIZING ARBITRAGE

The New Way of
Arbitrage Trading

ten pager

What is Arbitao?
Arbitao is a sophisticated Arbitrage Platform that
aggregates liquidity from customers and uses it
for arbitrage trading.
Problem

Solution

Lots of pairs are facing lack of liquidity and the
volatility in the market is very high which leads to price
differences between exchanges. By monitoring different
exchanges, it can be seen that price spreads of certain
pairs are up to 5%.

Arbitao has built a unique infrastructure which is
reducing latencies to execute arbitrage trades as
fast as possible. Furthermore, the Arbitao Team has
developed specialized algorithms, which monitor the
market to find the most profitable trades. The ATAO
Blockchain is made to build a system of decentralized
trade execution. Moreover, Arbitao is developing a
feature which will be integrated into the wallet, where
ATAO-Coin holders can contribute computing power,
which will help to find even more profitable trades.

Arbitrage is a method to take advantage of price
spreads between different exchanges and markets. It is
an essential force for efficiency in asset pricing because
it balances price discrepancies, adds liquidity and
mitigates volatility.

Key Features

Spot Arbitrage
Opportunity

Reduce
Volatility

Price difference
between exchanges
increases

Arbitrage makes the
crypto market as a
whole more stable

Execute Trades
Automatically
Automated Arbitrage
Trading

Unique infrastructure to
reduce latency by x100

ATAOwallet with
integrated cloud
computing feature

Instrument for lowering
volatility and increasing
liquidity

Realise profits without
any risk of price
speculation

Beneficial Side-effect!

Method

Distribute Profits

Raise Liquidity

ATAO investors earn
their share of the
profits daily

More capital allows us
to realise even more
profitable trades

Grow Network
New users join Arbitao
and the demand for
ATAO increases
TAOx for easy, safe and
cheap exchange
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What is Arbitao?
The ATAO Ecosystem
The Ecosystem of Arbitao consists of the three elements.
The 3 pillars of Arbitao

TAOx

Arbitao

ATAO Wallet

TAOx is the place where ATAO can
be sold for or bought with Bitcoin.
It is the first exchange where ATAO
is traded. You can withdraw your
funds to wallets, or use them to
invest in the Arbitao arbitrage
trading platform.

Arbitao is synonymous with its
arbitrage trading platform. Join
a pool that fits your preferred
investment size and let your ATAO
passively work for you. You can
move your profits to TAOx, when
you want to exchange them, or to
your personal ATAOwallet.

This is the official ATAO wallet that
allows you to earn further ATAO
by staking your coins. As Arbitao
grows and reaches milestones, this
wallet will be the first a pplication
to support new features such as
cloud computing.
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How To Profit
Arbitao Arbitrage Platform Investment!
How do you benefit?

4 Types of Arbitrage Trading Pools

By investing money in ATAO you
will benefit from the arbitrage
system when the softcap is
reached. This will give you daily
interest rates from 0.5% to 0.75%.

Why is it possible?
Arbitao is a successful tested
product which is proofed by the
initial investors. These investors
are already making profits since
November 2017. You can check all
trades and the profit calculator on
the Arbitao website.

Find out more

Invite Your Friends!
How do you benefit?
By inviting your friends you will profit with up to 18% of
their investments.

Why is it possible?
Arbitao is focusing on the community and wants to build
a strong support system. Therefore, we are rewarding
the customers by helping to expand the community. So
Arbitao is able to reduce the Marketing expenses and
to accelerate the business growth. In this sense both
the customer and Arbitao will benefit.
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How To Profit
Staking!
How do you benefit?
You have to put your ATAO Coins into the ATAOwallet
and you will be rewarded with extra ATAO Coins.

Month staking reward
(monthly interest)
Month

Staking Reward (Monthly Interest)

Why is it possible?

1

5%

Having ATAO in your wallet will accelerate the
decentralization of the system and validate the
transactions. For every transaction on the ATAO
Blockchain, a fee will be paid. This fee will partially be
granted among all stakers.

2

4%

3

3%

4

2%

5-12

1%

12-24

0.8%

>24

0.58333% (7% per annum)

After one year, the staking rewards are set to 0.8%
interest per month for the duration of one year. After
that, it is permanently fixed to 7% interest per year. This
will accelerate the decentralization of the blockchain.

ATAOwallet with Integrated Cloud
Computing Feature!
How do you benefit?
Arbitao offers an integrated ATAOwallet feature which
will allow supporters to contribute computing power for
calculations of profitable arbitrage chains in the given
solution room.

Why is it possible?
The more supporters for cloud computing the more
profitable trades can be performed as more pairs and
exchanges can be added to the algorithm.
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How To Profit
ATAO value increase!
How do you benefit?

Why is it possible?

When ATAO is listed on exchanges, the demand for the
Coins will rise which will increase the Price.

When the crypto community realises the working
product, the demand will surge. By expanding our
business and adding more partnerships the trust will
rise even more and the value of ATAO will grow.

Dashboard
Here you are able
to monitor the live
feed of executed
trades.
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Product Status
Fully Working Product
Currently private investors are benefiting from the prototype which is
covering the 10 biggest exchanges.
All ICO investors can benefit from the arbitrage system after the softcap is reached.

Pre ICO Sale Details
Round 1
22/07/2018 23/07/2018
10,000,000 ATAO
with 40% bonus

Round 2
24/07/2018 25/07/2018
15,000,000 ATAO
with 35% bonus

Round 3
26/07/2018 27/07/2018
20,000,000 ATAO
with 30% bonus

Round 5
30/07/2018 31/07/2018
30,000,000 ATAO
with 20% bonus

Round 6
01/08/2018 03/08/2018
40,000,000 ATAO
with 15% bonus

Round 7
04/08/2018 07/08/2018
60,000,000 ATAO
with 10% bonus

22 July
2018

22 July
2018

Pre-ICO Start

Arbitao Platform
Launch for early
Investors

The Arbitao Team
is rewarding all
early investors with
special bonuses.

Everybody who invested
in the Pre-ICO will be
able to benefit from
the already working
platform and gain
profits.

7 August
2018

8 August
2018

Round 4
28/07/2018 29/07/2018
25,000,000 ATAO
with 25% bonus

If the softcap of
20 Mio. USD is not
reached we will
grant 10% bonus
in the ICO until the
softcap is reached.

9 September
2018

October
2018

Pre-ICO End

ICO Start

ICO End

TAOx Launch

If the softcap is
not reached, the
10% bonus will still
be valid until the
20 Mio. USD are
achieved.

All investors during the
ICO will get immediate
access to the arbitrage
platform.

After the ICO, all unsold
tokens will be burned.
The official ATAOwallet
will be launched and
withdrawals will be
possible.

The TAOx exchange
platform allows you to
sell and buy ATAO Coins.
Trade your ATAO with
other members of the
community.
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Coin Distribution
Coin Allocation
During the ICO, all Coins will be available on the platform.
After the ICO, withdrawals will be possible.
85% Community (Bounty 2%)
7%

Team

5%

Legal and Advisory

3%

Reserve

85 percent of all ATAO Coins shall be available to our
community during the Initial Coin Offering from which
2 percent will be reserved for the Bounty Campaign.
The remaining 7 percent shall be assigned to the Team,
Legal and Advisory (5 percent), Reserve (3 percent).

Use of Funds
Arbitrage Liquidity Pools 60%
Infrastructure and Operations 20%
Research and Development 10%
Marketing 7%
Legal and Compliance 3%
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Competitor Analysis
Brand

Description

Tokens and ist functionality

Platform fees

Legal side

Access for users
with small depo

Number of
exchanges now/
expected

Arbitao

Arbitrage Platform that aggregates funds from
customers to use it for Arbitrage trading in
different pools. It also enables the customers to
contribute computing power in order to find even
more profitable trades through a decentralized
system.

Access to arbitrage pools.
Integrated wallet feature to
contribute in decentralized cloud
computing and trade execution.

Arbitrage: 20% profit
comission fee

Token has no significant
signs of a security.

Yes

10/100

ARBIDEX

Trading Platform that accumulates liquidity
across crypto-exchanges and enables the
acquisition of profit from arbitrage.

Access to arbitrage with big
deposits, internal payment
instrument with integrated fee and
service discount.

Trading: max 0.18%,
min 0.05%; Arbitrage:
50% profit comission
fee

Token has no significant
signs of a security.

Yes

6/25

B2BX

Aggregator of liquidity for the purpose of
marginal trading by means of supplying and
distributing liquidity for brokers.

Platform fee payment, user status
(consultant, advisor, marketer PR
specialist).

0.3%

Token has no significant
signs of a security.

No

5/20

0.2%

Token has significant
security functions.
Unregistered issue of a
securities carries serious
legal risks of use.

No

No MVP

2-5% success fee

Token has significant
security functions.
Unregistered issue of a
securities carries serious
legal risks of use.

Yes

6

Stex

Arbitrage CT

Trading Platform, liquidity aggregator.

Trading Platform, liquidity aggregator. Requires to
hold accounts with exchanges to use.

Platform profit distribution.

Platform profit distribution, packet
grade at entrance.
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